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Abstract
We prove a new inequality for the Jacobian (or vorticity) associated to the Ginzburg–
Landau energy in any dimension. It allows to retrieve existing lower bounds on the energy, to
extend them to the case of unbounded vorticity, and to get a few other corollaries. It also
provides a new estimate on the time-variation for time-dependent families, which has
applications for the study of Ginzburg–Landau dynamics.
r 2003 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Main result
We are interested in proving lower bounds on the Ginzburg–Landau energy in any
dimension:
EeðuÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
O
jruj2 þ 1
2e2
ð1 juj2Þ2; ð1:1Þ
where O is a smooth bounded domain of Rn; with nX2; and u is complex-valued.
This energy is a simple version (without magnetic ﬁeld) of the Ginzburg–Landau
energy of superconductivity. It also appears in other models from physics, for
superﬂuidity, nonlinear optics, Bose–Einstein condensates, and the complex-valued
function u; called order parameter, plays the role of a pseudo wave-function. The
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zero-set of u is a crucial object. Indeed, since u is complex-valued, it can have a
nonzero degree around its zeroes, they are then called topological defects, typically of
codimension 2. In dimension n ¼ 2; one thus expects point defects, called vortices, in
dimension n ¼ 3; line vortices. These codimension 2 sets can be clearly extracted at
the limit e-0; and lower bounds on the Ginzburg–Landau energy serve to relate the
energy to the topology of these defects, or to the vorticity (understood as in ﬂuid
mechanics). The ﬁrst result bounding below the Ginzburg–Landau energy by the
degrees of the vortices was obtained by Bethuel–Brezis–He´lein in [BBH] for the n ¼ 2
case and a bounded number of vortices, and also in [BMR]. Then, the works of
Sandier [Sa1] and Jerrard [J1], allowed to generalize these lower bounds to possibly
unbounded numbers of vortices, thanks to a suitable growing-ball procedure. Then,
lower bounds in dimensions 3 and higher were addressed in [ABO,BBO,JS1,LR,-
Ri,Sa2].
In this paper, we present an optimal (or sharp) lower bound, with a rather simple
proof. It is, to our knowledge, the ﬁrst product-type lower bound on Ginzburg–
Landau, a slight improvement of the existing lower bounds (which it contains), but
which allows to get some new results as well. Our initial motivation was to obtain
optimal estimates and additional regularity for time-dependent Ginzburg–Landau
(see Theorem 3 in Section 3), for which the product nature of the estimate turns out
to be crucial; but our result encompasses both the static and dynamic cases. We use
those estimates in a forthcoming work on Ginzburg–Landau dynamics [SS5].
The proof, presented in Section 4, relies on the same ingredients as the other
proofs of lower bounds, i.e. on the ball contruction method of [J1,Sa1], but the main
new idea is to use a deformation of the metric, and thus a construction with growing
ellipses instead of balls. Ellipses allow the freedom necessary to ‘‘separate’’ the
directions. (Observe also that the trace of a radial line-vortex on a plane which is not
perpendicular to its axis is an ‘‘elliptic vortex’’.)
Following [JS1], for any sufﬁciently regular complex-valued u; the current of u is
deﬁned as the 1-form
ju ¼ ðiu; duÞ ¼
Xn
k¼1
ðiu; @kuÞ dxk; ð1:2Þ
where ð:; :Þ denotes the scalar product in C identiﬁed with R2 i.e. ða; bÞ ¼ %abþa %b
2
: It is
related to the Jacobian determinants Ju of u through
Ju ¼ 1
2
dð juÞ ¼ 1
2
dðiu; duÞ; ð1:3Þ
where
Ju ¼
X
jok
ði@ju; @kuÞ dxj4 dxk:
Thus Ju acts on couples of vectors ﬁelds ðX ; Y ÞAðRnÞ2 with the standard rule that
dxi4 dxjðX ; YÞ ¼ 12 ðXiYj  YiXjÞ: It can also be seen as an ðn  2Þ-dimensional
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current acting on ðn  2Þ-forms by the relation
JuðfÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
O
Ju4f dx:
The Jacobian carries the topological information on the zero-set of u; or the
vorticity. jJj will denote the total variation of the current, jj:jj the total mass of a
measure, and measure-valued 2-forms means forms whose coefﬁcients are in the
space of bounded Radon measures on O:
In all the paper, MðeÞ will be any function of e satisfying
8a40; lim
e-0
eaMðeÞ ¼ 0; lim
e-0
jlog ej
MðeÞa ¼ 0;
and log MðeÞ ¼ oðjlog ejÞ as e-0: ð1:4Þ
For example MðeÞ ¼ expð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃjlog ejp Þ satisﬁes this.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1. Let ue be a family of H
1ðO;CÞ such that
EeðueÞpNejlog ej5MðeÞ; ð1:5Þ
with MðeÞ as in (1.4). Then, up to extraction
Jue
Ne
, J in ðC0;gc ðOÞÞ0; 8g40;
where J is a measure-valued 2-form. If Ne is bounded independently of e then the limit
of 1p Jue is in addition a rectifiable integer-multiplicity current. Moreover, for all
continuous vector-fields X and Y compactly supported in O;
jX  ruejﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ; jY  ruejﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p
are bounded in L2 and if we let nX ; nY be their defect measures, we have
jjnX jj
1
2jjnY jj
1
2X
Z
O
JðX ; YÞ

: ð1:6Þ
Corollary 1. Under the same hypotheses, we deduce
lim inf
e-0
1
Nejlog ej
Z
O
jX  ruej2
Z
O
jY  ruej2
 1
2
X
Z
O
JðX ; YÞ

: ð1:7Þ
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Remark 1. The compactness of Jue was proved in [JS1], together with the
rectiﬁability of the limit, in the case of Ne independent of e: It has also been proved
lately in [ABO]. The compactness was proved in case n ¼ 2 in a weaker form in
[ASS,SS3]. We include a proof in the general case close to that of [ASS], for the
convenience of the reader.
Remark 2. We have considered Ne5
MðeÞ
jlog ej for the sake of generality, but the result is
most interesting for NepCjlog ej: Indeed, for larger order of Ne; the relevant order of
energy to consider in order to obtain a nontrivial limit is N2e rather than Nejlog ej; as
we have shown for example in [SS4] Theorem 3, in which case a relevant lower
bound is immediate (see Theorem 2).
2. Application to static Ginzburg–Landau
2.1. Case n ¼ 2
In the case n ¼ 2; one may identify the 2-form Ju with a distribution. Then taking
X ¼ f ðxÞe1 and Y ¼ gðxÞe2 where ðe1; e2Þ is a constant orthonormal frame and f ; g
are C0c ðOÞ functions, we obtain, by taking the supremum over f and g such that
j f jp1 and jgjp1; the following corollary.
Corollary 2 (n ¼ 2). Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, up to extraction Jue
Ne
,J
where J is a measure and
lim inf
e-0
1
Nejlog ej
Z
O
j@1uej2
Z
O
j@2uej2
 1
2
XjJjðOÞ; ð2:1Þ
where jJjðOÞ denotes the mass of J; i.e. supXAC0c ðOÞ; YAC0c ðOÞ; jX jp1; jY jp1
R
O
JðX ; YÞ:
Observe that the case NepC corresponds to the case of a bounded vorticity,
case in which J (limit of Jue) is a ﬁnite sum of the form J ¼ p
Pk
i¼1 didai
where diAZ and aiAO (di is the topological degree of the vortex at ai) and one
obtains
Corollary 3 (n ¼ 2). Under the hypothesis EeðueÞpCjlog ej; after extraction
Jue,J ¼ p
Pk
i¼1 didai with diAZ and aiAO; and we have
lim inf
e-0
1
jlog ej
Z
O
j@1uej2
Z
O
j@2uej2
 1
2
Xp
Xk
i¼1
jdij: ð2:2Þ
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Applying the arithmetico-geometric inequality, one has
Z
O
j@1uej2
Z
O
j@2uej2
 1
2
p1
2
Z
O
j@1uej2 þ j@2uej2 ¼ 1
2
Z
O
jruej2;
from which Corollary 3 allows to retrieve the result of [BBH,JS1]. Observe that
EeðueÞ is itself bounded below by 12
R
O jruej2 so that this really provides lower bounds
on the total Ginzburg–Landau energy. Corollary 3 also implies
Corollary 4 (n ¼ 2). If Jue,J ¼ p
Pk
i¼1 didai with for every i; di ¼71 and
1
2
R
O jruej2ppkjlog ejð1þ oð1ÞÞ as e-0; then for every unit vector @@x1;Z
O
j@x1uej2 ¼ pkjlog ejð1þ oð1ÞÞ as e-0; ð2:3Þ
and for all vector fields X ; YAC0c ðOÞ;
lim
e-0
1
jlog ej
Z
O
ðX  rue; Y  rueÞ ¼ p
Xk
i¼1
XðaiÞ  Y ðaiÞ: ð2:4Þ
In other words, if a vortex of degree 71 carries exactly the minimum amount of
energy pjlog ej then the projection of its gradient on any coordinate carries exactly
half of the amount of the energy, i.e. an isotropic behavior is preferred. A result in
this spirit was used as an estimate in [Li].
Proof. We may isolate the ai’s in disjoint balls Bðai; rÞ of small radius r: In each of
them, we have, according to Corollary 3,
1
2jlog ej
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
jruej2X 1jlog ej
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
j@1uej2
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
j@2uej2
 !1
2
X pþ oð1Þ: ð2:5Þ
On the other hand 1
2
R
O jruej2ppkjlog ejð1þ oð1ÞÞ; so we must have, for each i;
1
2jlog ej
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
jruej2 ¼ 1jlog ej
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
j@1uej2
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
j@2uej2
 !1
2
þoð1Þ
¼ pþ oð1Þ: ð2:6Þ
We deduce that
1
jlog ej
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
j@1uej2
 !1
2

Z
Bðai ;rÞ
j@2uej2
 !1
2
0
@
1
A2¼ oð1Þ
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and thus
1
jlog ej
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
j@1uej2 ¼ 1jlog ej
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
j@2uej2 þ oð1Þ;
and ﬁnally that
1
jlog ej
Z
,k
i¼1 Bðai ;rÞ
j@1uej2 ¼ pk þ oð1Þ 1jlog ej
Z
,k
i¼1 Bðai ;rÞ
j@2uej2 ¼ pk þ oð1Þ
and since the sum of the two is less than 1jlog ej
R
O jruej2 ¼ 2pk þ oð1Þ; we must have
1
jlog ej
Z
,k
i¼1 Bðai ;rÞ
j@1uej2 ¼ 1jlog ej
Z
O
j@1uej2 þ oð1Þ ¼ pk þ oð1Þ;
which proves (2.3). This also implies that
1
jlog ej
Z
O \,iBðai ;rÞ
j@1uej2 ¼ oð1Þ ð2:7Þ
and that for each i; and each unit norm vector e;
1
jlog ej
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
je  ruej2 ¼ pþ oð1Þ: ð2:8Þ
If XAC0ðOÞ; we may assume by taking r small enough, that X is a constant vector
equal to X ðaiÞ in each Bðai; rÞ: Then (2.7) and (2.8) imply that
1
jlog ej
Z
O
jX  ruej2 ¼ 1jlog ej
Xk
i¼1
Z
Bðai ;rÞ
jX  ruej2 þ oð1Þ
¼
Xk
i¼1
pjXðaiÞj2 þ oð1Þ:
We can then polarize this result (applying it to X  Y and X þ Y successively) to
obtain (2.4). &
Remark 3. These estimates (hence Theorem 1) are sharp, for example for a radial
vortex of degree 71:
2.2. Case n ¼ 3
Let us now turn to the dimension 3. First, when Ne ¼ Oð1Þ; it is known from [JS1]
(and we reprove it here) that J seen as a 1-current is rectiﬁable without boundary,
with Jp integer-multiplicity. In other words,
J
p is the sum of integer-multiple ‘‘Dirac-
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masses’’ supported on some rectiﬁable curves (the ‘‘vortex-lines’’). Applying
Corollary 1 to X and Y perpendicular to each other and such that jX jp1 and
jY jp1 and taking the supremum over such C0c vector ﬁelds, one obtain (with the use
of the arithmetico-geometric inequality).
Corollary 5 (n ¼ 3). Under the hypothesis EeðueÞpCjlog ej; up to extraction Jue,J
(with Jp rectifiable and integer multiplicity), and we have
lim inf
e-0
1
jlog ej
Z
O
jruej2X2jJjðOÞ:
This lower bound was obtained in [JS1] and strengthened that of [Sa2].
Remark 4. Recently, Bourgain et al. have proved in [BBM] that in dimension n ¼ 3;
the limiting J is in fact in the smaller space ðW 1;30 ðOÞÞ0:
2.3. General case
Theorem 2. Let ue be a family such that EeðueÞpNejlog ej5MðeÞ; and jjuejjLNðOÞpC;
then up to extraction,
Jue
Ne
,J measure-valued 2-form; in ðC0;gc ðOÞÞ0; g40;
jueﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ,j weakly in L2ðOÞ;
and
lim inf
e-0
1
Nejlog ej
Z
O
jruej2X2jJjðOÞ þ
Z
O
j jj2; ð2:9Þ
where jue was defined in (1.2).
Remark 5. If
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ¼ Ne i.e. if Ne ¼ jlog ej; then J and j are related via J ¼ 12 dj
(from the weak L2 convergence of jue).
Also, a similar result can be obtained without the assumption jjuejjLNðOÞrC (but
with a weaker convergence of jue:)
This theorem is the lower-bound part of the G-convergence result on Ginzburg–
Landau energy, and includes the case of unbounded vorticity. In dimension 2, we
retrieve the result of [JS2] which was similar to the result of [SS3] when setting the
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magnetic ﬁelds equal to zero. We see that 2jJj plays the role of the defect measure of
jueﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p :
In order to complete the G-convergence, one would need to do a construction, i.e.
prove that for every limiting j and J; there exists a sequence ue such that
Jue
Ne
,J and
jueﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ,j; and with an energy of order 2jJjðOÞ þ RO j jj2: This is much more
delicate. Alberti et al. have obtained a result corresponding to this for bounded Ne;
see [ABO].
If Nebjlog ej; then the right order of energy to consider is N2e and the immediate
lower bound
lim inf
e-0
1
N2e
Z
O
jruej2X
Z
O
j jj2
is sharp and give the right principal order of energy.
Proof of Theorem 2. The ﬁrst assertion follows directly from Theorem 1.
We prove the second assertion. Choose e1; e2;y; en an orthonormal (moving)
frame that may depend on xAO; and f ; gAC0c ðOÞ with j f jp1 and jgjp1: Then, let
X1 ¼ fe1; X2 ¼ ge2; X3 ¼ e3;y; Xn ¼ en: The inequality
jruej2X
Xn
i¼1
jXi  ruej2 ð2:10Þ
holds. Since jXi  juejpjXi  ruejjuej; we have
jXi  juej  jXi  ruejpðjuej  1ÞjXi  ruej:
Thanks to the bound on EeðueÞ and juejpC; we infer directly that jueﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p is
bounded in L2ðOÞ; hence weakly compact, and that
ðjXi  juej  jXi  ruejÞþﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p -0
as e-0 in L1ðOÞ: It follows that denoting by fXi the weak L2 limit of
jXi  ruejﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ;
we have jXi  jjpfXi almost everywhere, where j is the weak limit of the normalized
currents.
Denoting by nX1 and nX2 the defect measures of
jX1  ruejﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ; jX2  ruejﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ;
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respectively, it follows from (2.10) and the very deﬁnition of a defect measure that
lim inf
e-0
1
Nejlog ej
Z
O
jruej2XjjnX1 jj þ jjnX2 jj þ
Z
O
jfX1 j2 þ jfX2 j2 þ?þ jfXn j2;
thus using Theorem 1 and the above, we are led to
lim inf
e-0
1
Nejlog ej
Z
O
jruej2
X2
Z
O
JðX1; X2Þ

þ
Z
O
jX1  jj2 þ jX2  jj2 þ?þ jXn  jj2
X2
Z
O
fgJðe1; e2Þ

þ
Z
O
j jj2 þ
Z
O
ðj f j2  1Þj j  e1j2 þ ðjgj2  1Þj j  e2j2: ð2:11Þ
Taking the supremum over all such frames e1;y; en and all compactly supported
j f jp1; jgjp1 proves the proposition. &
2.4. Application to Ginzburg–Landau with magnetic field
In any dimension nX2; one may consider the Ginzburg–Landau energies with
magnetic ﬁeld
Geðu; AÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
O
jdAuj2 þ jh  hexpj2 þ 1
2e2
ð1 juj2Þ2; ð2:12Þ
where A is a real-valued 1-form on O (the magnetic potential), dA ¼ d  iA; h ¼
%dA (the magnetic ﬁeld),% being the Hodge transform, and p is a given ðn  2Þ-
form. Here hex is a real number (depending on e), such that lime-0 hexjlog ej ¼ loN: Ge
is a gauge-invariant version of Ee; the one introduced as a model for super-
conductivity (for n ¼ 2 and 3) by Ginzburg and Landau (for more details, we refer to
[SS3,T] for example), with hex then corresponding to the intensity of an applied
magnetic ﬁeld. The gauge transformations are
u-ueiF;
A-A þ dF:
(
We deﬁne the gauge-invariant version of the Jacobian
Jðu; AÞ ¼ 1
2
dððiu; dAuÞ þ AÞ:
We have the following variant of Theorem 2:
Corollary 6. Let ðue; AeÞ be such that Geðue; AeÞpChexjlog ej and he ¼%dAe: Then,
up to extraction the rescaled Jacobians
Jðue;AeÞ
hex
weakly converge to J; measure-valued
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2-form, in ðC0;gc ðOÞÞ0; ðiue;dAeueÞhex ,j in L2ðOÞ; hehex,h weakly in L2ðOÞ; and
lim inf
e-0
Geðue; AeÞ
hexjlog ejXjJjðOÞ þ
l
2
Z
O
j jj2 þ jh  pj2: ð2:13Þ
Remark 6. If in addition, the relation %dhe ¼ ðiue; dAeueÞ is satisﬁed (which is the
case when minimizing the energy with respect to A) then we also have %dh ¼ j:
In dimension n ¼ 2; this result is the lower bound part of the result of [SS3].
Proof. Choosing the Coulomb gauge d%A ¼ 0; A  n ¼ 0 on @O; we obtain from the
energy upper bound a bound on Ae
hex
in H1ðOÞ: Thus, Ae
hex
is compact in L2ðOÞ and there
is no defect measure of L2 convergence of
ðiue;dAeueÞ
hex
associated to A; hence the only
defect measure is that of ðiue; dueÞ; and is J: The rest can be proved as in Theorem 2
and [SS3]. &
3. Application to Ginzburg–Landau dynamics
In this section, we wish to consider families ue which depend both on space and
time. For that purpose, we take the ﬁrst coordinate to be time and work in n þ 1
dimensions where n is the number of space dimensions. In that framework we have
ju ¼ ðiu; @tuÞ dt þ ðiu; dspuÞ;
where dspu denotes the differential with respect to the space coordinates only. When
considering the total Jacobian Ju; we can split it again between the time and space
coordinates and write
Ju ¼
Xn
i¼1
Vi dt4dxi þ 1
2
dspðiu; dspuÞ;
where 1
2
dspðiu; dspuÞ is the space-only Jacobian, corresponding to the vorticity, that
we will denote by m: We will also write V ¼Pni¼1 Vi dt4dxi; and identify at times V
with a vector-ﬁeld. V corresponds to the velocity part of the Jacobian. We thus have
Ju ¼ V þ m: ð3:1Þ
Writing that the form Ju is closed, i.e. dðJuÞ ¼ 0; we have
dtmþ dV ¼ 0; ð3:2Þ
where dt denotes the differential with respect to the time variable only (indeed dspm ¼
0 because m is a space-closed form). Eq. (3.2) expresses that m is transported via V : In
dimension n ¼ 2; m can be identiﬁed with a function (or distribution) and V with a
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vector-ﬁeld ðV1; V2Þ ¼ 12ð@tðiu; @1uÞ  @1ðiu; @tuÞ; ð@tðiu; @2uÞ  @2ðiu; @tuÞÞ; and (3.2)
rewrites
@tm curl V ¼ 0: ð3:3Þ
In dimension n ¼ 3; m and V can be identiﬁed with vector-ﬁelds and (3.2) rewrites
again (3.3) with the extra relation
div m ¼ 0
(coming from the fact that m is a space-closed form). Theorem 1 applies similarly to
this case. We deﬁne the following norm on measure-valued 2-forms on O:
jjmjj1 ¼ sup
z smoothðn2Þ-form on O; z¼0 on @O; jdzjp1
Z
O
m4z

; ð3:4Þ
i.e. the norm in the dual of Lipzchitz forms (it is very similar to the ﬂat norm, though
possibly smaller). In dimension n ¼ 2; z is simply a function and, for measures of the
type m ¼Pi didai and m0 ¼P di 0dbi with di; di 0AZ; jjm m0jj1 corresponds to the
minimal connection between the ai’s and the bi’s as introduced by Brezis–Coron–
Lieb in [BCL].
With the perspective of studying solutions of time-dependent Ginzburg–Landau
equations, we will make the extra assumption that the energy of EeðueÞ remains
uniformly bounded in time by Nejlog ej: The idea of the following result is simply to
apply Theorem 1 to the orthogonal vector-ﬁelds Y ¼ f @@t and X ¼ ð0; X 0Þ where X 0 is
some vector-ﬁeld on O that we denote X in the following, and to observe that
JðX ; YÞ reduces to fV  X 0 (where V is identiﬁed with a vector). MðOÞ will denote
the space of forms whose coefﬁcients are bounded Radon measures on O:
Theorem 3. Let ueðt; xÞ be defined over ½0; T   O (with OCRn) and be such that
8tA½0; T ; EeðueÞ ¼ 1
2
R
O jruej2 þ
1
2e2
ð1 juej2Þ2pNejlog ej5MðeÞ;R
½0;T O j@tuej2pNejlog ej5MðeÞ:
8><
>: ð3:5Þ
Then, Ve and me being defined as in (3.1), there exist mAL
Nð½0; T ;MðOÞÞ; and
VAL2ð½0; T ;MðOÞÞ such that, after extraction,
me
Ne
,m in ðC0;gc ð½0; T   OÞÞ0; 8g40;
Ve
Ne
,V in ðC0;gc ð½0; T   OÞÞ0; 8g40;
with
dtmþ dV ¼ 0: ð3:6Þ
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This implies that mðtÞ is C0;12 in time for the jj:jj1-norm, and that for all tA½0; T ;
we have
meðtÞ
Ne
,mðtÞ in ðC0;gc ðOÞÞ0; 8g40:
Moreover, for any XAC0c ð½0; T   O;RnÞ and fAC0c ð½0; T   OÞ; denoting by nX and
nT the defect measures of L2 convergence of
jX  ruejﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ; f j@tuejﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ;
we have
lim inf
e-0
jjnX jj
1
2jjnT jj
1
2X
Z
O½0;T 
V  fX

: ð3:7Þ
This last relation immediately implies that
lim inf
e-0
1
Nejlog ej
Z
O½0;T 
jX  ruej2
Z
O½0;T 
f 2j@tuej2
 !1
2
X
Z
O½0;T 
V  fX

: ð3:8Þ
Proof. As we mentioned, Theorem 1 directly implies the convergence to the
measure-valued 2-forms m and V ; and the lower bound (3.7). The fact that
mALNð½0; T ;MðOÞÞ comes from applying for example Theorem 1 in space variables
only at each time. Eq. (3.6) follows by passing to the limit in (3.2). There remains to
prove the additional regularity on m and V : First, notice that (3.7) and (3.8) can be
extended (by density) to f and X which are continuous and not compactly
supported, as long as V is seen as a measure on 0; T ½O (which does not weigh on
the boundary).
Inserting the a priori estimates (3.5) into (3.8), we are led to
Z
0;T ½O
V  X


2
pC
Z T
0
jjX jj2LNðOÞ dt: ð3:9Þ
This proves by duality that V is L2 in time with values inMðOÞ: Moreover, for every
C0c ð½0; T   OÞ vector-ﬁeld X such that jjX jjLNðOÞp1; we have
Z
½t1;t2O
V  X

pjjV jjL2ð½0;T ;MðOÞÞ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃt2  t1p :
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Returning to the formulation in differential forms, this means that for every ðn  1Þ-
form X such that jX jp1; we haveZ
½t1;t2O
V4X

pjjV jjL2ð½0;T ;MðOÞÞ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃt2  t1p :
Let us approximate V in L2ð½0; T ;MðOÞÞ by some smooth Va; and m by some
smooth ma such that (3.2) holds. Considering z a smooth compactly supported
ðn  2Þ-form on O (i.e. independent of time) such that jdzjp1; we haveZ
½t1;t2O
Va4dz

pC ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃt2  t1p : ð3:10Þ
But, in view of (3.2) and the fact that dtz ¼ 0; we haveZ
½t1;t2O
Va4dz ¼ 
Z
½t1;t2O
dVa4z
¼
Z
½t1;t2O
dtma4z
¼
Z
½t1;t2O
dtðma4zÞ
¼
Z
O
maðt2Þ4z
Z
O
maðt1Þ4z: ð3:11Þ
Consequently, (3.10) implies thatZ
O
ðmaðt2Þ  maðt1ÞÞ4z

pjjVajjL2ð½0;T ;MðOÞÞ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃt2  t1p ;
that is jjmaðt2Þ  maðt1Þjj1pjjVajjL2ð½0;T ;MðOÞÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t2  t1p : By passing to the limit a-0 we
deduce that mðtÞ is Ho¨lder continuous in time (of exponent 1
2
) for the 1-norm, with
jjmjj
C
0;1
2ð½0;T ;ðMðOÞ;jj:jj1ÞÞ
pjjV jjL2ð½0;T ;MðOÞÞ; ð3:12Þ
and that (3.11) holds for V and m: This regularity is also true for the ﬂat norm, with a
similar proof.
Let us now choose a time t0A½0; T ½: Since we know that for all tA½0; T ;
EeðueðtÞÞpCNejlog ej; applying Theorem 1, we know that 1Nemeðt0Þ is also compact in
ðC0;gc ðOÞÞ0; 8g40: Let n denote its weak limit (after extraction). Let us consider ue
deﬁned in   T ; T  by ue ¼ ueðt0Þ for tot0 and ue ¼ ue for tXt0: Let us denote by me;
the associated vorticity. It is clear that me ¼ meðt0Þ for tot0 and me ¼ me for tXt0: One
can easily check that ue satisﬁes the hypotheses of Theorem 3, thus we deduce that
1
Ne
me converges weakly in ðC0;gc ð½T ; T   OÞÞ0 (after extraction) to some limiting
measure %m; continuous in time for the 1-norm. By using test-functions, we see that
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necessarily %m ¼ n a.e. in   T ; t0½; and %m ¼ m a.e. in t0; T : But m and %m are both
continuous in time, hence we must have, by continuity at the time t0; n ¼ mðt0Þ: We
deduce that the only possible limit of extracted sequences of 1
Ne
meðt0Þ is mðt0Þ; and
thus that 1
Ne
meðt0Þ converges in ðC0;gc ðOÞÞ0; 8g40 to mðt0Þ; for all t0A½0; T ½: For the
time T ; the same argument can be applied by extending ue to ½0; 2T : &
In the case of a bounded number of vortices (i.e. Ne ¼ Oð1Þ) in two space
dimensions, we retrieve as a corollary the following result stated in [J2, Proposition
3]. For a treatment of the case with magnetic ﬁeld, see [SS5].
Corollary 7. Assume EeðueÞpCjlog ej and
R
½0;T O j@tuej2pCjlog ej; that there
exists a finite collection of continuous points aiðtÞ and integers di ¼71 independent
of time, such that me,mðtÞ ¼ p
P
i didaiðtÞ; and that
R
O jruej2p2p
P
i jlog ejð1þ
oð1ÞÞ for all t: Then for all interval ½t1; t2C½0; T  on which the ai remain distinct,
we have
lim inf
e-0
1
jlog ej
Z
O½t1;t2
j@tuej2Xp
X
i
Z t2
t1
j@taij2 dt: ð3:13Þ
The existence of a ﬁxed number of such continuous aiðtÞ is true for example if one
knows that the energy EeðueðtÞÞ decreases in time (using the continuity of mðtÞ for the
minimal connection stated in Theorem 3).
Proof. Since we assume that the ai’s remain distinct, and there is only a ﬁnite
number of them, we can ﬁnd open balls Bi such that each Bi contains only
one aiðtÞ on the time interval ½t; t þ d; d small. Applying (3.8) with (3.11) (which we
saw is valid even for noncompactly supported test-functions), we have, for every
zAC1c ðBiÞ;
lim inf
e-0
1
jlog ej2
Z
Bi½t;tþd
jr>z  ruej2
Z
Bi½t;tþd
j@tuej2
 !
Xp2 dizðaiðt þ dÞÞ  zðaiðtÞÞj j2: ð3:14Þ
In view of the hypothesis, we may use Corollary 4, more speciﬁcally (2.4), to say that
for all tA½t1; t2; lime-0 1jlog ej
R
Bi
jr>z  ruej2ðtÞ ¼ pjrzðaiðtÞÞj2; and taking the
supremum over the zAC1c ðBiÞ such that jrzjp1; (3.14) reduces to
lim inf
e-0
pd
jlog ej
Z
Bi½t;tþd
j@tuej2
 !
Xp2jaiðt þ dÞ  aiðtÞj2:
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We deduce that for every subdivision ðtkÞ of ½t1; t2;
p
X
i;k
jaiðtkþ1Þ  aiðtkÞj2
jtkþ1  tkj p lim infe-0
1
jlog ej
Z
O½t1;t2
j@tuej2:
This implies that aiðtÞAH1ð½t1; t2Þ and
p
X
i
Z t2
t1
j@taij2p lim inf
e-0
1
jlog ej
Z
O½t1;t2
j@tuej2:
The argument goes as follows: ﬁrst we deduce that aiðtÞ is absolutely continuous
(i.e. 8e40; (d40; Pk jtkþ1  tkjod)Pk jaiðtkþ1Þ  aiðtkÞjoe), then it has a de-
rivative almost everywhere, and ﬁnally this derivative is L2: &
Remark 7. This estimate (hence that of Theorem 3) is optimal as can be seen for
example for the case of a radial vortex translating at a constant velocity.
4. Proof of Theorem 1
4.1. Idea of the proof
By using a slicing argument and approximation, the proof of Theorem 1 reduces
to the case of a two-dimensional domain O and constant vectors X and Y : The lower
bounds introduced in [BBH,J1,Sa1] and a Jacobian estimate (see [ASS,JS1,SS3])
yield the known result that under the assumption EeðueÞpNejlog ej; the normalized
Jacobian determinants JðueÞ=Ne converge as e-0 to a measure-valued 2-form J and
that
lim inf
e-0
1
Nejlog ej
Z
O
jruej2XjJjðOÞ: ð4:1Þ
Theorem 1 follows by noticing that the proof of this lower bound remains valid if
one chooses a different metric in O: For instance given two linearly independent
vectors X ; Y one may choose a metric gl for which glðX ; XÞ ¼ l; glðY ; Y Þ ¼ 1=l
and glðX ; YÞ ¼ 0: Then (4.1) becomes
lim inf
e-0
1
Nejlog ej
Z
O
1
l
jX  ruej2 þ ljY  ruej2
 
dx dy
jX4Y jXjJjðOÞ; ð4:2Þ
while jJjjX4Y j ¼ jJðX ; Y Þj: Another way of stating this is that we can apply the
usual Euclidean lower bounds to the map veðx; yÞ ¼ ueðxX þ yY Þ: Minimizing the
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left-hand side with respect to l for each e yields the desired product estimate
lim inf
e-0
1
Nejlog ej
Z
O
jX  ruej2
Z
O
jY  ruej2
 1
2
X
Z
O
JðX ; YÞ

:
We now investigate the details.
4.2. Modified vortex balls
Here we restate the vortex ball construction of [Sa1] for a constant metric g in R2:
We denote by per A the Euclidean perimeter of a set A and perg A its perimeter with
respect to a metric g: Similarly we let
Dgðu; AÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
A
jruj2g;
where the integral is taken with respect to the surface element associated to g and
jruj2g ¼ gijð@iu; @juÞ: Finally we deﬁne the radius of a compact set K to be the
inﬁmum over all ﬁnite coverings of K by disjoint balls B1;y; Bn of r1 þ?þ rn;
where ri is the radius of Bi: We write rðKÞ for the radius with respect to the Euclidean
metric and rgðKÞ for the radius with respect to a metric g; and recall that the radius is
controlled by the perimeter.
Proposition 4.1. Assume O is a domain in R2 and o is a compact subset of R2: Then for
any a40; any constant metric g and any tX1; there exists a family B1;y; Bn of
disjoint balls for the metric g; of radii r1;y; rn such thatX
i
riptðrgðoÞ þ aÞ ð4:3Þ
and for any unit vector field u :O\o-S1 and any 1pipn such that BiCO
Dgðu; Bi\OÞXpjdijlog t; ð4:4Þ
where di ¼ degðu; @BiÞ:
For the proof, it sufﬁces to apply the standard Euclidean lower bound of [Sa1] to
vðx; yÞ ¼ uðxX þ yYÞ; where X ; Y is an orthonormal frame for g: We denote by g0
the standard metric on R2: We recall that MðeÞ is such that
8a40; lim
e-0
eaMðeÞ ¼ 0; lim
e-0
jlog ej
MðeÞa ¼ 0
and log MðeÞ ¼ oðjlog ejÞ as e-0: ð4:5Þ
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A consequence of the previous proposition is:
Proposition 4.2. Let OCR2 a bounded domain and l40: We assume that g is a
constant metric such that l1g0pgplg0; and that EeðueÞoKMðeÞ for some 0oeo1:
Then there exists disjoint balls (depending on e) B1;y; Bn for the metric g with
Bi ¼ Bgðai; riÞ such that letting *O ¼ fxAO j distðx; @OÞ4eg
1.
P
i ripl=MðeÞ:
2. For any xA *O \,i Bi; jjueðxÞj  1jp2=MðeÞ:
3. If BiC *O;
Dgðue; BiÞXpjdijjlog ejð1 oð1ÞÞ; ð4:6Þ
where di ¼ degðue; @BiÞ: The oð1Þ appearing in the lower bound is a function that goes
to zero with e and which depends only on K : Moreover, letting
me ¼ p
X
fijaiA *Og
didai ; ð4:7Þ
we have
jj%Jue  mejjðC0;1c ðOÞÞ0pCl
2 EeðueÞ
MðeÞ ; ð4:8Þ
where C depends only on K and % denotes the Hodge operator with respect to the
Euclidean metric.
For the case g ¼ g0; the result in this form was proved in [JS1]. The proof below
adapts arguments in [ASS,SS1] where a slightly weaker result was proved.
Throughout the proof C denotes a constant depending only on K :
Proof of [1,2,3]. The co-area formula implies the existence of a t such that
1=MðeÞoto2=MðeÞ such that—writing ot ¼ fjjuej  1jXtg—the estimate
perO otoCeMðeÞ2 holds, where perO is the Euclidean perimeter in O: We may also
assume that t is a regular value of juej; thus ot has regular boundary. Using the upper
bound on the energy we may also control the area of ot by a Ce2MðeÞ2: This con-
trol implies that for some sAð0; eÞ the length of fxAot j distðx; @OÞ ¼ sg is less
than CeMðeÞ2: Let *O ¼ fxAot j distðx; @OÞ4sg: Then if e is small enough,
perðot- *OÞoCeMðeÞ2; thus ot- *O may be included in a union of disjoint Euclidean
balls whose union we call o and such that perooCeMðeÞ2: We have jujX1
2MðeÞ1 in *O\o:
Let g be a metric such that l1g0pgplg0: Then perg oplCeMðeÞ2 and thus,
using (4.5), if e is small enough depending on K ; we ﬁnd 2perg ool=MðeÞ: We may
apply Proposition 4.1 in *O to v ¼ u=juj with a ¼ perg o and t such that 2t perg o ¼
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l=MðeÞ (hence tX1) to ﬁnd a family of disjoint balls for the metric g; denoted
B1;y; Bn with Bi ¼ Bgðai; riÞ; such that
P
i ripl=MðeÞ and for every i such that
BiC *O;
Dgðv; Bi \OÞXpjdijlog t;
where di ¼ degðu; @BiÞ: It follows from perg oplCeMðeÞ2 that
tXC
1
eMðeÞ3;
and then from (4.5) that
Dgðu; Bi \OÞ
jlog ej Xpjdijjlog ejð1 oð1ÞÞ;
where oð1Þ depends only on K: Items 1, 2, 3 of the proposition follow. &
Proof of (4.8). We proceed with the proof of (4.8) as in [SS4, Lemmas II.1 and II.2].
First, we consider w :Rþ-Rþ as follows:
wðxÞ ¼ x if jx  1jX1
2
;
wðxÞ ¼ 1 if jx  1jp1 MðeÞ1;
w is continuous and piecewise affine:
8><
>:
We then deﬁne
*ue ¼ wðjuejÞ uejuej:
It is easy to check that jjue  *uejjLNðOÞpC=MðeÞ and to deduce that, deﬁning jue and
j *ue as in (1.2),
jj jue  j *uejj2L2ðOÞpCMðeÞ2EeðueÞ;
where ja dx þ b dyj2 ¼ a2 þ b2: It follows that for any smooth compactly supported
function x;Z
O
ðJue  J *ueÞx

 ¼ 12
Z
O
ð jue  j *ueÞ4dx

pCMðeÞ1 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃEeðueÞp jjxjjC0;1ðOÞ:
and therefore
jj%Jue %J *uejjðC0;1c Þ0pC
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EeðueÞ
p
MðeÞ : ð4:9Þ
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Now we wish to estimate J *ue  me; with me deﬁned in (4.7). Let x be a smooth
compactly supported function. Since j *uej ¼ 1 outside of *O-ð,i BiÞ we have J *ue ¼ 0
there. ThereforeZ
O
xJ *ue ¼
Z
O \ *O
xJ *ue þ
X
Big *O
Z
Bi- *O
xJ *ue þ
X
BiC *O
Z
Bi
xJ *ue ¼ I1 þ I2 þ I3: ð4:10Þ
Since x vanishes on @O and from the deﬁnition of *O we ﬁnd jxðxÞjoejjxjjC0;1ðOÞ for
any xAO \ *O: It is easy to check that jJ *uejoCjruej2 thus
I1pCeEeðueÞjjxjjC0;1ðOÞ: ð4:11Þ
The second integral is taken care of in a similar way. From the deﬁnition of *O and
since the Euclidean radius of any ball is less than l2MðeÞ1 it follows that if Big *O
and xAO-Bi then jxðxÞjojjxjjC0;1l2=MðeÞ: It follows that
I2pCl2
EeðueÞ
MðeÞ jjxjjC0;1ðOÞ: ð4:12Þ
To deal with the third integral we deﬁne %x to be equal to xðaiÞ on Bi for any
Bi ¼ Bgðai; riÞC *O and %x ¼ 0 elsewhere. Then letting A be the union of the Bi’s which
are included in *O; we have jx %xjpl2jjxjjC0;1=MðeÞ on A whileZ
A
%xJ *ue ¼
X
BiC *O
xðaiÞ
Z
Bi
J *ue ¼
X
BiC *O
pdixðaiÞ ¼
Z
x dme;
where we have used the fact that j *uej ¼ 1 on @Bi: Therefore
I3 
Z
x dme

pCl2 EeðueÞMðeÞ jjxjjC0;1ðOÞ: ð4:13Þ
It follows from (4.9)–(4.13) that for any compactly supported smooth xZ
O
xJue 
Z
x dme

pCl2 EeðueÞMðeÞ jjxjjC0;1 :
and the proposition is proved. &
4.3. Convergence of the Jacobians
The results in this section are proved in [JS1] (see also [ABO]), the proof is
included here for the convenience of the reader. It uses Proposition 4.2 together with
the nice interpolation argument of [JS1].
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Proposition 4.3. Let O be a bounded domain in Rn and fuege40 be a family in H1ðO;CÞ
such that
EeðueÞpNejlog ej5MðeÞ: ð4:14Þ
Then the normalized Jacobians N1e Jue converge subsequentially in the dual of C
0;g
c ðOÞ
to a measure valued two-form J; for any g40: When Ne is independent of e the limit of
p1Jue is in addition a integer multiplicity rectifiable current.
Moreover, given constant vectors X ; Y ; a function Z with compact support in O and
l40; there exists sets Ae with measures tending to 0 such that
lim inf
e-0
1
2Nejlog ej
Z
Ae
l1jZX  ruej2 þ ljZY  ruej2X
Z
O
JðZX ; ZY Þ

: ð4:15Þ
Proof of compactness. We begin by proving compactness of the Jacobians, by slicing
the current Jue as in [JS1].
Let ðv; w; sÞAR R Rn2 denote coordinates in Rn: Let, s being given, Os ¼
fðv; w; sÞAOg: We let Je ¼ Jueð@v; @wÞ; and write Je;s for its restriction to Os: Finally
we let
eeðsÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
Os
jruej2 þ 1
2e2
1 juej2
 2
: ð4:16Þ
We claim that for any sARn2 there exists a measure me;s in Os such that
jjme;sjjpC
eeðsÞ
jlog ej; jjJe;s  me;sjjðC0;1c Þ0oCMðeÞ
1=2
eeðsÞ; ð4:17Þ
where C is independent of e; s: The convergence of Jue follows from (4.17) as follows.
Integrating w.r.t. s and using the energy bound (4.14) we ﬁnd, letting me be the
measure whose slices are fme;sgs and ne ¼ N1e ðJe  meÞ;
jjnejjðC0;1c Þ0pCjlog ejMðeÞ
1=2; jjN1e mejjðC0Þ0pC: ð4:18Þ
Besides, since jJuejpCjruej2; the bound (4.14) yields
jjnejjðC0Þ0pCjlog ej:
For any gAð0; 1Þ (see Lemma 3.3 of [JS1]) it holds that
jjnejjðC0;gc Þ0pCjjnejj
1g
ðC0c Þ0 jjnejj
g
ðC0;1c Þ0
;
and it follows from (4.18) and (4.5) that ne goes to zero in ðC0;gc Þ0 for any 0ogo1:
The compactness of N1e me in ðC0;gc Þ0 is true because of its boundedness in ðC0Þ0 and
the compact embedding of C0;g in C0 (see [JS1]). It follows that N1e Je
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subsequentially converges in ðC0;gc Þ0 to the same limit as N1e me, i.e. to a measure. But
recall Je ¼ Jueð@v; @wÞ so that by choosing different coordinates we get convergence
for the other components and conclude that the normalized Jacobians N1e Jue
subsequentially converge in ðC0;gc Þ0 to a measure valued 2-form.
The proof of (4.17) is straightforward. If eeðsÞoMðeÞ; Proposition 4.2 applies and,
me;s being deﬁned by (4.7),
jjJe;s  me;sjjðC0;1c Þ0pCl
2 eeðsÞ
MðeÞ;
where C40 is an absolute constant, while from (4.6),
jjme;sjjjlog ejpCeeðsÞ:
Thus (4.17) is veriﬁed.
In the case eeðsÞ4MðeÞ we let me;s ¼ 0: Then if x is a smooth compactly supported
function, an integration by parts yieldsZ
Os
xJe;s ¼  1
2
Z
Os
dx4je;s;
where je;s is the current restricted to the slice and dx is the differential of x in the slice
also. The last integral may be bounded by jj jejjL1 jjxjjC0;1 : There remains to prove that
jj jejjL1ðOsÞpCMðeÞ1=2eeðsÞ: ð4:19Þ
From the identity je ¼ r2 dj where ue ¼ reij it follows easily that
j jejpjjuej2  1jjruej þ jruej;
and then
jj jejjL1ðOsÞpCðeeeðsÞ þ eeðsÞ1=2Þ:
The bound (4.19) follows by noting that if eeðsÞ4MðeÞ then
eeðsÞ1=2oMðeÞ1=2eeðsÞ: This concludes the proof of (4.19), (4.17) and the
compactness of N1e Jue: &
Proof of the rectiﬁability. Rectiﬁability of the limit requires that Ne be a constant,
which we assume here. It is proved in [JS1] and uses a rectiﬁability criterion which
has been investigated recently by several authors (see [JS3,W] and also [AK]) which
involves slices of currents. Let T be an ðn  2Þ-current in Rn and let ðv; w; sÞAR
R Rn2 denote coordinates as above. The 0-dimensional currents fTsgs are said to
be the slices of T under the map ðv; w; sÞ-s if Ts has support in the plane
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fðv; w; sÞ=v; wARg and for any smooth x;Z
Rn2
TsðxÞ ¼ Tðx ds14?4dsn2Þ ð4:20Þ
(see [AK]). Let Je ¼ Jueð@v; @wÞ: Then the restrictions Je;s of Je to Os are the slices of
the current Jue in the above sense, where k-forms are freely identiﬁed with ðn  kÞ-
dimensional currents.
An ðn  2Þ-current T in Rn is then rectiﬁable (see [JS3,W] and also [AK]) if and
only if almost every slice under projections on any coordinate plane is a rectiﬁable
0-dimensional current. If the slices are in addition integer-multiplicity then so is T :
Letting J be the limit of Jue; we must then identify its slices. To this aim, let x be a
smooth function compactly supported in O and
fe;xðsÞ ¼
Z
Os
Je;sx:
The function fe;x is bounded in BVlocðRn2;RÞ independently of e: Indeed, following
[AK], for any smooth compactly supported c : Rn2-R; and using the identity
dJue ¼ 0; we haveZ
Rn2
fe;xðsÞ@sic ¼
Z
O
x dc4 Jue4 ð%dsiÞ ¼ 
Z
O
c@sixJue4 ds;
where% denotes the Hodge operator with respect to the n  2 variables s1;y; sn2
and ds ¼ ds14?4 dsn2: It follows thatZ
Rn2
fe;xðsÞ@sic

pCjjcjjC0 jjJuejjðC0;1c Þ0 jjxjjC2 :
Since jjJuejjðC0;1c Þ0 is bounded independently of e (see (4.8) and (4.6)), the result
follows. Therefore by compact embedding, fe;x converges subsequentially as e-0 in
L1ðRn2Þ and almost everywhere. This is true for any x; thus using a diagonal
argument, we may extract a subsequence such that fe;x converges for a.e. s and any x
in a countable dense subset A of C2c ðOÞ to some fxðsÞ: Let us identify this limit.
Deﬁning eeðsÞ; me;s as in (4.16), (4.17), and since fjlog ej1eeðsÞge is bounded in
L1ðRn2Þ; for a.e. s; there exists a subsequence e0-0—depending on s—such that
jlog e0j1ee0 ðsÞ is bounded, which implies using (4.17) that fme0;sge0 is bounded in
ðC0Þ0: A subsequence then converges to a weak limit ms andZ
Os
x dms ¼ lim
e0-0
Z
Os
x dme0;s ¼ lim
e0-0
Z
Os
xJe0;s ¼ fxðsÞ;
for a.e. s and xAA: Now p1ms is the limit of a linear combination of a bounded
number (depending on s) of Dirac masses with integer coefﬁcients, and therefore is
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such a combination itself. Moreover
lim
e-0
Z
Rn2
Z
Os
Je;sx ¼ lim
e-0
Z
Rn2
fe;xðsÞ ¼
Z
Rn2
fxðsÞ ¼
Z
Rn2
Z
Os
x dms;
which proves that the slices of p1J under the map ðv; w; sÞ-s are the measures
fmsgs which are integer multiplicity rectiﬁable, for a.e. s: We deduce the rectiﬁability
and integer-multiplicity of J from Theorem 8.1 of [AK]. Note that J is not
necessarily a normal current but as noted in [DL], the conclusion of Theorem 8.1 in
[AK] remains valid if J is a local normal current, i.e. if its boundary has locally ﬁnite
mass. Here we have the stronger property that the boundary of the current J vanishes
locally in O; i.e. for any n  1-form a compactly supported in OZ
O
J4 da ¼ 0: &
Proof of the lower bound. The lower bound (4.15) is trivial if X and Y are colinear,
thus we assume they are not and we choose a system of coordinates ðv; w; sÞ such
that the span of ðX ; Y Þ is the plane fs ¼ 0g: Then we deﬁne me; Je; me;s; Je;s as above.
On a slice Os; we let g be the metric such that gðX ; X Þ ¼ gðY ; YÞ ¼ 1 and gðX ; Y Þ ¼
1: Then Proposition 4.2 implies that for any s such that eeðsÞoMðeÞ there exists a
collection of balls fBigi for the metric g in Os satisfying the properties there
described. Then for any smooth Z compactly supported in O; it follows from (4.6)
that
1
2jlog ej
Z
Bi
l1jZX  ruej2 þ ljZY  ruej2 dv dwjX4Y jXpjdij minBi Z
2  oð1Þ
 
: ð4:21Þ
Besides, writing Bi ¼ Bgðai; riÞ; we have minBi Z2XZ2ðaiÞ  ClrijjZjjC0;1 : AlsoP
i ripl=MðeÞ: Plugging in (4.21) and summing over i; we have
1
2jlog ej
Z
,iBi
l1jZX  ruej2 þ ljZY  ruej2 dv dwjX4Y jX
Z
Os
ðZ2  oð1ÞÞ dme;s

; ð4:22Þ
where oð1Þ is a quantity that tends to 0 when e-0 independently of s: This is in fact
true for every s because me;s was set to be 0 if eeðsÞ4MðeÞ: Integrating (4.22) w.r.t. s;
we ﬁnd
1
2jlog ej
Z
Ae
l1jZX  ruej2 þ ljZY  ruej2X
Z
O
ðZ2  oð1ÞÞ dme

;
where Ae ¼,s,iBiðe; sÞ: In particular the Lebesgue measure of Ae is bounded
above by CðO; lÞMðeÞ1 and therefore goes to 0 when e-0: Dividing the above
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inequality by Ne we ﬁnd
lim inf
e-0
1
2Nejlog ej
Z
Ae
l1jZX  ruej2 þ ljZY  ruej2XjX4Y j
Z
O
Z2Jð@v; @wÞ

;
where J is the limit of N1e Jue: The proposition is proved by noting that
JðZX ; ZYÞ ¼ jX4Y jZ2Jð@v; @wÞ: &
4.4. Proof of Theorem 1, completed
Let X ; Y be continuous vector ﬁelds compactly supported in O: It follows from
(1.5) that
je;X ¼ jX  ruejﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ; je;Y ¼ jY  ruejﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nejlog ej
p ð4:23Þ
are bounded in L2 and therefore converge weakly subsequentially. We ﬁx a
convergent subsequence and let jX ; jX denote the weak L
2 limits. Then
j je;X j2,j jX j2 þ nX ; j je;Y j2,j jY j2 þ nY ; ð4:24Þ
weakly as measures, where nX and nY are positive Radon measures, called the defect
measures of the sequences.
We are going to approximate X and Y by constant vector ﬁelds. Let K denote the
union of the supports of X and Y : Choose a40 smaller than the distance of K to @O:
Let B ¼ fB1;y; Bng be a covering of K by balls of radius a: Then there exists a
partition of unity Z21;y; Z
2
n; Z
2
Kc subordinate toB,fRn \Kg; where for every 1pkpn
the function Z2i has compact support in O and for every xAK
Xn
k¼1
Z2kðxÞ ¼ 1: ð4:25Þ
We let Xk; Yk denote the average value of X ; Y on Bk: Then
dðaÞ ¼ sup
1pkpn
xABk
fjXk  XðxÞj; jYk  Y ðxÞjg a-0! 0: ð4:26Þ
and
jZkðX  XkÞjpdðaÞ; jZkðY  YkÞjpdðaÞ: ð4:27Þ
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We use Proposition 4.3 for every k to ﬁnd sets Ae;k of measure tending to 0 such that
lim inf
e-0
1
2Nejlog ej
Z
Ae;k
l1jZkXk  ruej2 þ ljZkYk  ruej2X
Z
O
JðZkXk; ZkYkÞ

;
for every 1pkpn: Using (4.27) we ﬁnd
lim inf
e-0
1
2Nejlog ej
Z
Ae;k
l1jZkX  ruej2 þ ljZkY  ruej2X
Z
O
JðZkX ; ZkYÞ

 CdðaÞ:
Letting Ae ¼,kAe;k and summing over k yields, in view of (4.25),
lim inf
e-0
1
2Nejlog ej
Z
Ae
l1jX  ruej2 þ ljY  ruej2X
Z
O
JðX ; YÞ

 CdðaÞ: ð4:28Þ
We claim that
1
2
ðl1jjnX jj þ ljjnY jjÞX lim inf
e-0
1
2Nejlog ej
Z
Ae
l1jX  ruej2 þ ljY  ruej2: ð4:29Þ
Let us see how Theorem 1 follows. Using (4.28) and (4.29) and letting a tend to 0 we
ﬁnd
1
2
ðl1jjnX jj þ ljjnY jjÞX
Z
O
JðX ; Y Þ

:
Minimizing the left-hand side w.r.t. l yields the conclusion.
Inequality (4.29) is quite standard. Choose a subsequence en-0 such that the
measure of An ¼,mXnAem goes to 0 when n-þN: For any n we have
jjnX jjXnX ðAnÞ and similarly for nY : But from (4.24),
nX ðAnÞ þ
Z
An
j jX j2 ¼ lim inf
m-þN
Z
An
j jem;X j2X lim inf
m-þN
Z
Aem
j jem;X j2:
Letting n go to þN; since the measure of An goes to 0, we ﬁnd
jjnX jjX lim inf
m-þN
Z
Aem
j jem;X j2;
and a similar inequality holds for nY : A linear combination of these two inequalities,
in view of (4.23), yields (4.29).
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